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change. When a secondary amendment proposes a change 
in a paragraph that a primary amendment proposes to strike 
out, either by a motion to strike out a paragraph or by a mo-
tion to substitute, it must be germane to that paragraph. An 
amendment cannot introduce an independent question; but  
an amendment can be hostile to, or even defeat, the spirit of 
the original motion and still be germane. 

 12:17  Aside from these principles, there is no single, all-inclusive 
test for determining when a proposed amendment is germane 
and when it is not. A method by which the germaneness of an 
amendment can often be verified, however, grows out of the 
following general rules of parliamentary law: 

1) During the session in which the assembly has decided a 
question, another main motion raising the same or substan-
tially the same question cannot be introduced. 

2) While a motion has been temporarily disposed of (as ex-
plained in 9:7–11), no other motion can be admitted that 
might conflict with one of the possible final decisions on the 
first motion. 

 12:18  By these rules, if a proposed amendment is related to the 
main motion in such a way that, after the adoption, rejection, 
or temporary disposal of the present main motion, the essential 
idea of the amendment could not be introduced as an inde-
pendent resolution during the same session, the amendment 
is germane and must be admitted, since there will not, or may 
not, be any opportunity to present it later. This test cannot be 
reliably used to determine that an amendment is not in order, 
since it is sometimes possible for an amendment to be germane 
even if, regardless of action on the present main motion, the 
idea embodied in the amendment could be introduced inde-
pendently later in the same session. 

 12:19  As an example of a germane amendment, assume that a mo-
tion is pending “that the Society authorize the purchase of a 
new desk for the Secretary.” It would be germane and in order 
to amend by inserting after “desk” the words “and matching 
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chair,” since both relate to providing the secretary with the 
necessary furniture. On the other hand, an amendment to add 
to the motion the words “and the payment of the President’s 
expenses to the State Convention” is not germane. 

 12:20  Or assume that the following is the pending motion: “that 
the City Council commend Officer George for his action 
in! …” An amendment to strike out “commend” and insert 
“censure,” although antagonistic to the original intent, is ger-
mane and in order because both ideas deal with the council’s 
opinion of the officer’s action. Also, since a motion to cen-
sure the officer for the same act could not be introduced inde-
pendently in the same session after the adoption of a motion to 
commend him, the amendment to change commend to censure 
is germane under the rule given above. It should be noted that 
censure is different from not commend (see Improper Amend-
ments, below). 

 12:21  There are borderline cases where a presiding officer will find 
it difficult to judge the germaneness of an amendment. When-
ever in doubt, he should admit the amendment or, in import-
ant cases, refer the decision to the assembly: “The chair is in 
doubt and will ask the assembly to decide whether the amend-
ment is germane. [Debate, if any, provided that debate is in 
order.] The question is on whether the amendment is germane 
to the resolution [or “to the primary amendment”]. Those of 
the opinion that the amendment is germane, say aye.!… Those 
of the opinion that it is not germane, say no.!…!, etc.” (See also 
example under Point of Order, 23:18–20.) 

 12:22 Improper Amendments.  The following types of amendment are 
not in order: 

1) One that is not germane to the question to be amended. 
2) One that merely makes the adoption of the amended ques-

tion equivalent to a rejection of the original motion. Thus, in 
the motion that “our delegates be instructed to vote in favor 
of the increase in Federation dues,” an amendment to insert 
“not” before “be” is not in order because an affirmative vote 
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commend him, the amendment to change commend to censure 
is germane under the rule given above. It should be noted that 
censure is different from not commend (see Improper Amend-
ments, below). 

 12:21  There are borderline cases where a presiding officer will find 
it difficult to judge the germaneness of an amendment. When-
ever in doubt, he should admit the amendment or, in import-
ant cases, refer the decision to the assembly: “The chair is in 
doubt and will ask the assembly to decide whether the amend-
ment is germane. [Debate, if any, provided that debate is in 
order.] The question is on whether the amendment is germane 
to the resolution [or “to the primary amendment”]. Those of 
the opinion that the amendment is germane, say aye.!… Those 
of the opinion that it is not germane, say no.!…!, etc.” (See also 
example under Point of Order, 23:18–20.) 

 12:22 Improper Amendments.  The following types of amendment are 
not in order: 

1) One that is not germane to the question to be amended. 
2) One that merely makes the adoption of the amended ques-

tion equivalent to a rejection of the original motion. Thus, in 
the motion that “our delegates be instructed to vote in favor 
of the increase in Federation dues,” an amendment to insert 
“not” before “be” is not in order because an affirmative vote 
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change. When a secondary amendment proposes a change 
in a paragraph that a primary amendment proposes to strike 
out, either by a motion to strike out a paragraph or by a mo-
tion to substitute, it must be germane to that paragraph. An 
amendment cannot introduce an independent question; but  
an amendment can be hostile to, or even defeat, the spirit of 
the original motion and still be germane. 

 12:17  Aside from these principles, there is no single, all-inclusive 
test for determining when a proposed amendment is germane 
and when it is not. A method by which the germaneness of an 
amendment can often be verified, however, grows out of the 
following general rules of parliamentary law: 

1) During the session in which the assembly has decided a 
question, another main motion raising the same or substan-
tially the same question cannot be introduced. 

2) While a motion has been temporarily disposed of (as ex-
plained in 9:7–11), no other motion can be admitted that 
might conflict with one of the possible final decisions on the 
first motion. 

 12:18  By these rules, if a proposed amendment is related to the 
main motion in such a way that, after the adoption, rejection, 
or temporary disposal of the present main motion, the essential 
idea of the amendment could not be introduced as an inde-
pendent resolution during the same session, the amendment 
is germane and must be admitted, since there will not, or may 
not, be any opportunity to present it later. This test cannot be 
reliably used to determine that an amendment is not in order, 
since it is sometimes possible for an amendment to be germane 
even if, regardless of action on the present main motion, the 
idea embodied in the amendment could be introduced inde-
pendently later in the same session. 

 12:19  As an example of a germane amendment, assume that a mo-
tion is pending “that the Society authorize the purchase of a 
new desk for the Secretary.” It would be germane and in order 
to amend by inserting after “desk” the words “and matching 
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